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Chapter 1
Introduction
Welcome To V-Mon
V-Mon is a set of TDM plug-ins that implement a fully-featured, surround monitoring system
for Pro Tools HD Accel systems. In addition to being a complete monitoring solution, V-Mon
can also be used in conjunction with external monitoring systems such as Digidesign X-Mon.
In addition to extensive input, channel, and down mix monitoring controls, V-Mon features a
talk back, listen back, and cue monitoring system.
V-mon Features:
• Source select any combination of surround stem inputs and stereo/mono aux inputs.
• Select between four control room monitor outputs.
• Connects to analog or digital speakers using Digidesign 192 I/O or 96 I/O.
• Four talk back inputs.
• Two listen back inputs.
• Stereo down mix with flexible down mix equation setup.
• Selectable Stereo L/R, 3-4 to L/R, 5-6 to L/R, 7-8 to L/R monitoring.
• Mute and Dim controls.
• Listen back interrupt of monitor outputs.
• Eight stereo cue outputs with talk back interrupt and selectable monitoring of eight aux
inputs and a stereo down mix of the speaker monitor output.
• One stem meter output and one stereo meter output that can be connected to external
hardware metering.
• Two plug-in types to choose from, Type 1 and Type 2, depending on your mix configuration
needs. Type 2 allows ten 5.1 stem inputs.

Whatʼs New In Version 2.0
V-Mon 2.0 now features two plug-in types, Type 1 and Type 2. You can choose the plug-in
you use to trade off features best for your project.
V-mon Type 1 at 48 kHz Features:
• Six 7.1 stem inputs.
• Eight stereo aux inputs.
V-mon Type 2 at 48 kHz Features:
1
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•
•

Ten 5.1 stem inputs.
Two stereo aux inputs.

V-mon Type 1 and Type 2 at 96 kHz Feature:
• Four 5.1 stem inputs.
• Four stereo aux inputs.

System Requirements
To use V-Mon, you need the following Digidesign-qualified Pro Tools HD system:
At least one HD Accel or Core Accel card with one Accel DSP chip available for use by
V-Mon.
Pro
Tools interface hardware with outputs available to connect to monitor speakers.
•
•

Important Sample Rate Information
V-Mon is designed for use at 44.1, 48, 88.2, and 96 kHz sample rate only.

Chapter 2
Installation
Installing V-Mon
Installers can be downloaded from the Neyrinck website (www.neyrinck.com).
Installation steps are essentially the same, regardless of the bundle, package, or system you
purchase.

Installation
To install V-mon:
1. If Pro Tools is running, Quit Pro Tools.
2. Locate and open (double-click) the plug-in installer.
3. Follow the instructions presented by the installation software.
4. When installation is complete, click Quit.
When you open Pro Tools, you will be prompted to authorize your new plug-in.
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Authorizing V-Mon
V-Mon requires an authorized iLok USB Key to be connected to your computer when using
Pro Tools. The iLok authorization needs to be obtained online and downloaded onto your
iLok USB Key. You will need an iLok.com account to complete the process. If you do not yet
have an ilok.com account, visit www.ilok.com to set up an account for free.
The iLok USB Smart Key is not supplied with your plug-in or software option. You can use the one included with certain Pro Tools systems or purchase one separately.

Removing Expired Plug-Ins
If you let a demo version of a plug-in expire, you should remove it from your system. Otherwise, each time you open Pro Tools you will be prompted with a message that the plug-in has
expired.
To remove an expired plug-in:
Open the Plug-Ins folder on your Startup drive (Library/Application Support/Digidesign on
OS X or c:\ProgramFiles\Common\Digidesign\DAE\PlugIns on Windows XP).
Drag the expired plug-in to a different location.

Chapter 3
V-Mon Overview
Standalone Monitoring System
Before V-Mon was available, Pro Tools HD systems could not implement a monitoring system
using the TDM hardware and needed an external hardware system to implement monitoring.
V-Mon makes it very simple to set up a powerful, flexible monitoring system as a plug-in using the TDM hardware to implement the monitoring and thus removing the need to use an
external monitor system. The Pro Tools hardware outputs can be connected directly to the
speaker system.

Enhancing An External Monitoring System
V-Mon can also be used to enhance an external monitoring system such as Digidesign XMon. For example, X-Mon can be used as the monitor volume control while simultaneously
using V-Mon for its stem inputs, metering, and down mixing.
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Block Diagram
The V-Mon block diagram is included in the appendix of this user guide. It shows the audio
signal flow in V-Mon. You may want to refer to this block diagram when reading any part of
this user’s guide.

Type 1 and Type 2
Version 2.0 introduces two version of the V-Mon plug-in that lets you choose the best configuration for your work. Type 1 is the standard feature set that operated in version 1.0.
Type 2 adds four more stem inputs for a total of ten, but it is limited to 5.1 stem inputs and
just two stereo aux inputs. To switch between Type 1 and Type 2, you must manually swap
the plug-in file located in the Plug-Ins folder/directory.

Fixed System Architecture

V-Mon operates on one HD Accel DSP chip and is a fixed architecture which means that all
the specified busses, inputs, and outputs are always available to use. However, the architecture depends upon whether you use the Type 1 or Type 2 plug-ins and what sample rate you
are using.
When Type 1 is used at 44.1 kHz / 48 kHz, V-Mon features:
Six 7.1 stem inputs
Eight stereo aux inputs
Four 7.1 speaker outputs
Eight stereo cue mix outputs
Four talk back inputs
Two listen back inputs
Four talk back buses
One listen back bus
Two stereo down mixers
When Type 2 is used at 44.1 kHz / 48 kHz, V-Mon features:
Ten 5.1 stem inputs
Two stereo aux inputs
Four 7.1 speaker outputs
Eight stereo cue mix outputs
Four talk back inputs
Two listen back inputs
Four talk back buses
One listen back bus
Two stereo down mixers
When Type 1 or Type 2 are used at 88.2 kHz / 96 kHz, V-Mon features:
4
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Four 5.1 stem inputs
Four stereo aux inputs
Two 7.1 speaker outputs
Three stereo cue mix outputs
Two talk back inputs
Two listen back inputs
Four talk back buses
One listen back bus
Two stereo down mixers.

The V-Mon Surround Bus and Stereo Monitor Bus
V-Mon mixes the audio inputs to two separate double-precision buses for monitoring. The
first bus, the V-Mon Surround Bus, is eight channels and is organized using the SMPTE
standard format:
L - Left
R - Right
C - Center
Lf - LFE
Ls - Left Surround
Rs - Right Surround
Cs / Lb - Center Surround / Left Back (44.1/48 kHz only)
Rb - Right Back (44.1/48 kHz only)
These eight channels allow for all common types of audio mixing projects: Stereo, LCRS,
Quad, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1 SDDS, and 7.1 DTS-HD. If the project is mixing for a format that does
not need all eight channels, the unused channels will be silent, but are always present.
The second bus, the V-Mon Stereo Bus is two channels, left and right. It is a stereo down
mix of the V-Mon Surround Bus. The Stereo Bus is used for a multiple purposes. It feeds
stereo speaker systems. It is used to check a stereo mix while monitoring with a surround
speaker system. And it is can be used by the stereo cue mix system.

Two Down Mixers
V-Mon implements two dedicated stereo down mixers. The first is used as described above
to down mix the V-Mon Surround Monitor Bus to stereo for stereo monitoring. The second is
dedicated to making a stereo down mix of the Main Stem input. This down mix can be recorded externally or in Pro Tools to deliver a stereo version of the surround program. Because both down mixers use the same down mix equations, the monitor system will always
reflect what is being delivered.
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Input And Output Plug-Ins
V-Mon provides two basic types of plug-ins: input plug-ins and output plug-ins. Input plug-ins
are used on tracks that you want to listen to in the main monitor mix and cue monitor mixes.
The input plug-ins, when placed on a track, simply pass the audio through and have no effect
on the track. However, the input plug-ins also “send” the audio to the V-Mon DSP chip that
creates the monitor mixes. Output plug-ins are used to route the monitor mixes out of Pro
Tools to speaker systems and to headphones. Output plug-ins are also used to route audio
out of V-Mon to external metering systems and to down mix recorders.

Cue Monitoring
V-Mon provides a mix matrix to flexibly mix all the aux inputs, the stereo monitor mix, audio
tracks, and talk back inputs to eight separate cue output plug-ins (limited to three cue output
plug-ins at 88.2/96 khz).

Talk Back / Slate / Listen Back
V-Mon provides four talk back busses. They are named TB1, TB2, TB3, and Slate. Four talk
back input plug-ins (two at 88.2/96 kHz) provide the input for the buses. Each talk back
input feeds all four buses. Three of the buses, TB1, TB2, and TB3, can be enabled individually or simultaneously by a master TB control. The Slate bus can only be enabled individually by the Slate control. All four buses are mixed to the main monitor mix when enabled.
Each cue monitor mix plug-in has its own controls to enable/disable each talk back bus for
that cue mix. This system provides for a flexible communication system from the control
room to “talent” and to a slate recorder.
V-Mon also provides a listen back bus for communication from “talent” back to the control
room. Two listen back input plug-ins provide the input to the listen back bus. The listen back
plug-ins also provide “cough” control when used to record “talent” such as actors, singers,
and narrators.
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Chapter 4
Quick Start Guide
Overview
This section guides you through steps to create a 5.1 Pro Tools session with four surround
stems that will use V-Mon for monitoring using two sets of monitor speakers, one for 5.1
monitoring and the other for stereo monitoring. When finished, your Pro Tools Mixer Window should look similar to this:

I/O Setup
It is important to set up your Pro Tools system for output monitoring with V-Mon. Typically
one set of hardware interface outputs are dedicated to connect the main mix output to an
external recording device such as a VTR (video tape recorder) and another set of outputs
are dedicated to connect the V-Mon monitor outputs to one or more sets of monitor speakers. Optionally, additional hardware interface outputs are used to connect V-Mon cue outputs for headphone monitoring by talent and to connect V-Mon meter outputs to external
metering hardware. This picture shows an example I/O Setup for outputs:
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Buses
In our example we will separate the mix into three stems, one for dialog, one for music, and
one for sound effects. Thus, we will create one bus for each stem. Additionally, we will create one main stem for the main mix of the three other stems. This picture shows the I/O
Setup for buses.

New Session
Create a new session to start using V-Mon. V-Mon will operate at 44.1 khz and 48 kHz
sample rates. Film and video projects usually use 48 kHz sample rate. Music projects often
use 44.1. If you are delivering a mix to a client, be certain to ask for delivery specifications
so you can use the correct sample rate from the start.
Create Dialog, Music, and FX Tracks
Create at least three mono or stereo tracks and place some audio on them. Connect the outputs to the Dialog, Music, and FX stem busses that were created in the I/O Setup section
earlier.
Create The Stem Tracks
Create an aux track for each of the four stems - main, dialog, music and effects. Connect the
input of each stem track to the corresponding bus for that stem. Connect the output of the
dialog, music, and effects tracks to the main stem bus. Connect the output of the main stem
track to the interface that connects your external recording device. In our example we call
that interface VTR.
Create Monitor Output Track(s)
Create one 5.1 aux track and one stereo aux track, the first for the primary 5.1 monitor
speakers and the second for an additional set of stereo monitor speakers that will be used to
monitor the mix. For now, leave the inputs not connected. We will connect the inputs and
outputs below.
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Add The V-Mon Input Plug-ins
On the main stem track, insert a TDM V-Mon In Stem-Main plug-in. The plug-in can be
found in the SoundField category or the Neyrinck Manufacturer category. Next, on the dialog, music, and effects stem tracks, insert the TDM V-Mon In Stem-1, Stem-2, and Stem-3
plug-ins. These input plug-ins will ‘send’ the audio on those tracks to the V-Mon monitoring
system.
Add The V-Mon Speaker Plug-ins
On the 5.1 Speaker Output track insert the TDM V-Mon Out Speaker-1 plug-in. And on the
stereo speaker track insert the TDM V-Mon Out Speaker-2 plug-in.
Connect The Speaker Outputs
Connect the speaker output tracks to the interface outputs called Genelec 5.1 and NS-10.
Review The Session
Now you are ready to use V-Mon to monitor your system. Check the Pro Tools Mixer Window and make sure that it is set up the same as the picture at the start of this section. When
you playback the session, you should now hear nothing.
Open V-Mon Main and Turn Up The Volume
Now you can use the volume control in the V-Mon In-Main plug-in. The volume control always defaults to –INF. You can quickly set it to the reference level by clicking on the REF
button. Start playback of your session and click on the Main, Stem-1, Stem-2, and Stem-3
source select buttons to choose your monitor source. You should be able to listen to individual stems as well as use the Dim and Mute controls.
Rename The Buttons
The input source buttons and the speaker buttons feature labels above them that can be renamed to match your mix session and speaker system. For example, click on the label
“Stem-1” and enter the text “Dialog” and bit enter. Do so for “Stem-2”, “Stem-3”,
“Speaker-1”, and “Speaker-2.”
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Chapter 5
V-Mon Input Plug-ins
Overview
The V-Mon Input Plug-Ins are TDM plug-ins that can be placed on any track and function as
a private ‘send’ from that track to the V-Mon system for speaker monitoring, cue matrix
monitoring, talk back monitoring, and listen back monitoring. The plug-in has no effect on
that track as it simply passes the audio through. The plug-ins are located in the Sound Field
category or the Neyrinck manufacturer category of the Pro Tools plug-in insert popup list.

V-Mon Stem Input Plug-Ins
V-Mon features ten stem input plug-ins that can be inserted on any type of track except for
mono tracks. Each stem input plug-in is listed individually in the Pro Tools plug-in insert
popup list. They are named:
V-Mon In Stem-Alt
V-Mon In Stem-Main
V-Mon In Stem-1
V-Mon In Stem-2
V-Mon In Stem-3 (44.1/48 kHz only)
V-Mon In Stem-4 (44.1/48 kHz only)
V-Mon In Stem-5 (Type 2, 44.1/48 kHz only)
V-Mon In Stem-6 (Type 2, 44.1/48 kHz only)
V-Mon In Stem-7 (Type 2, 44.1/48 kHz only)
V-Mon In Stem-8 (Type 2, 44.1/48 kHz only)
Only one instance of each plug-in can be running in a Pro Tools session. Typically, they will
be used on Pro Tools tracks that match the stem format of the mix being created in Pro
Tools. For example, if you are creating a 5.1 mix in Pro Tools, you will create 5.1 tracks for
one or more mix busses and insert the V-Mon Input Stem plug-ins on those tracks. The plugin will not affect the mix because it simply passes the audio through while simultaneously
sending it to the V-Mon mixer. Typically, a film-style, surround mix will have three 5.1 busses
containing sub mixes for music, dialog, and FX in addition to another 5.1 bus for the main
mix. Simply place V-Mon stem input plug-ins on those tracks to monitor them. Additional
stem inputs can be used to monitor back from an external stem recorder or a VTR.
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V-Mon In Stem-Main Plug-In
The V-Mon In Stem-Main Plug-in is the heart of V-Mon. Its user interface provides all the
controls for speaker monitoring. It has two pages of controls: Main and Setup. The Setup
page, described at the end of this section, configures V-Mon to operate correctly for your session and system. The Main user interface is shown here:

Description and Use Of Controls - Main Page
Main Source
There are six main source controls to enable and disable the stem inputs for the monitor
mix. Click the lower portion of the control to enable and disable the corresponding input.
Click the upper portion where the text label is located and you can enter a new text label
using the keyboard. This allows you to name the buttons to match the input audio you are
using. For example, you can rename three of the controls to Dialog, Music, and Effects.
Aux Source
There are eight aux source controls to enable and disable the aux inputs for the monitor mix.
Click the lower portion of the control to enable and disable the corresponding input. Click
the upper portion where the text label is located and you can enter a new text label using
the keyboard. This allows you to name the buttons to match the input audio you are using.
Sum
The Sum control, when enabled, allows multiple stem and aux inputs to be selected. When
disabled, only one stem or aux input can be selected at one time.
Listen Mode
The Listen Mode controls allow you to monitor a stereo down mix and a mono down mix.
Click on the Mono or Down Mix buttons to enable and disable them.
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L/R Monitoring
The L/R Monitoring controls allow you to monitor pairs of V-Mon bus channels to the front L
and R channels.
Solo / Mute
This control switches the individual channel select buttons between solo controls and mute
controls. Set this control to Solo and all the channel select buttons are solo controls. Set
this control to Mute and all the channel select buttons are mute controls.
Channel Select Buttons
These controls allow you to solo and mute individual channels. The Solo / Mute control described above switches the mode for the buttons. When Solo mode is selected, the controls
are used to solo individual channels. In Solo mode, the indicators are green colored when
the channel is soloed. In Mute mode, the indicators are red colored when the channel is
muted.
Delay Mode
The Delay Mode control is a switch between enabled and disabled. When enabled, the
speaker output plug-ins will delay audio by the amount that is set in each speaker output
plug-in. When disabled, the speaker output plug-ins will not delay the audio.
Dim
The Dim Control, when enabled, will set the monitor volume down by an amount set in the
Setup page. It is useful in situations where people in the control room need to talk or take a
phone call.
Mute
The Mute Control, when enabled, will set the monitor volume to –INF.
Speaker 1-4
V-Mon can monitor with up-to four speaker output plug-ins (limited to two at 88.2/96 kHz).
These four switches are used to select between those four speaker output plug-ins. Only one
can be used at a time. The label displayed above the button can be renamed to your liking.
For example, you can rename a button to Genelec if you are using a Genelec speaker system.
Cal
The volume value displayed in V-Mon can be either in dB or SPL. The Cal button switches
between those two modes. The current mode is indicated by the text “dB” or “SPL” displayed at the upper right of the numerical volume display.
Ref
The Ref Control is a fast way to set the monitor volume to a reference level. The reference
level is set in the SETUP page.
Lock
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The Lock Control when enabled, will make it so the volume control can not be adjusted.
This is useful in critical listening situations where you do not want the volume to accidentally
be moved.
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TB
The TB Control is used to enable the three talk back buses TB 1-3. It does not enable the
Slate talk back bus.
Individual Talk Back
These controls enable and disable each of the four talk back buses, TB1, TB2, TB3, and
Slate.
Setup
The Setup control will display another page of controls that are used to control how V-Mon
operates in the system. The Setup user interface is shown here:

Description and Use Of Controls - Setup Page
Input Level, Bus Assign, Trim
These controls are identical to those also provided in the other stem input plug-ins described
in the next section. Please look at the descriptions in the next section.
Mix Mode
The Mix Mode control tells V-Mon what stem format you are mixing to. Primarily, this setting affects which individual channel select buttons are enabled. Note that two 7.1 formats
are provided for: 7.1 Film and 7.1 DTS-HD. &.1 Film is the SDDS format that Pro Tools
natively supports. 7.1 DTS-HD is a format that uses two side surround and two rear surround speakers that is being used in Blu-ray DVD releases.
Dim Level
The Dim Level control sets the gain of the monitor mix is set to when it is dimmed. The
monitor mix is dimmed if the Dim control is active, a talk back bus is active, or the listen
back bus is active.
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Calibration Level
The Calibration Level control tells V-Mon the relationship between dB and SPL level set
when the speaker system was calibrated. This way, V-Mon can display the volume in SPL if
you set the Cal control to display SPL.
Reference Set Level
The Reference Set Level control sets the relationship between db and SPL level that the
volume is set to when you click the Cal control.
Down Mix Equation
The down mix equation is set by the combination of a pop up list and numerical gain values.
The pop up list has three choices; Dolby Default, ITU, and Custom. The first two choices set
the numerical values as presets. The Custom choice allows you to set the numerical values
to anything you like. The numerical controls set the gain that surround audio channels are
mixed to the stereo down mix. Each control is labeled with the channels that the gain corresponds to.
Peak Hold Mode
This control sets how the surround monitor meter behaves when displaying peak information.
Ref Level
This control sets where the surround monitor scale changes color for easy visual identification of the reference level being mixed to.
Response
This control sets how the surround monitor meter attacks and releases in response to the
monitor mix audio. The Response control is global and affects all metering in V-Mon.

V-Mon In Stem-Alt, Stem-1, Stem-2, .....Stem-8 Plug-Ins
The V-Mon In Stem-Alt, Stem-1-8 Plug-ins provide the remaining stem inputs for V-Mon.
They all use the same user interface shown here:
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V-Mon Aux Input Plug-Ins
V-Mon features eight aux input plug-ins that can be inserted on any mono or stereo track.
Each aux input plug-in is listed individually in the Pro Tools plug-in insert popup list. They
are named V-Mon In Stereo-1 through Stereo-8. Only one instance of each plug-in can be
running in a Pro Tools session. The aux inputs can be selected for monitoring to the speakers
using the V-Mon In Main plug-in. The aux inputs can also be selected for monitoring to the
cue output plug-ins. They all use the same user interface shown here:

Description and Use Of Controls
Input Level
The Input Level control sets the gain to mix the input to the monitor mix and cue mixes. The
control range is –INF to +10.0 dB in 0.5 dB increments. To set the value click on the numerical display value and use the keyboard to enter a numerical value or click on the slider
control and drag.
L Ch Trim
This control sets the gain to mix the left input to the monitor mix and cue mixes. The control range is –INF to +10.0 dB in 0.5 dB increments. To set the value click on the numerical
display value and use the keyboard to enter a numerical value or click on the slider control
and drag.
R Ch Trim
This control sets the gain to mix the right input to the monitor mix and cue mixes. The control range is –INF to +10.0 dB in 0.5 dB increments. To set the value click on the numerical
display value and use the keyboard to enter a numerical value or click on the slider control
and drag.
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Chapter 6
V-Mon Speaker Output Plug-Ins
Overview
The V-Mon Speaker Output Plug-Ins are TDM plug-ins that are placed on auxiliary tracks
that are routed to Pro Tools interface outputs that are connected to one or more speaker systems. These plug-ins bring the V-Mon monitor mix out for listening on up-to four speaker
systems. The plug-ins feature channel routing, gain, and delay controls and signal indicators
allowing you to calibrate the speaker systems for optimal sound reproduction.

V-Mon Out Speaker 1-4
There are four V-Mon speaker output plug-ins and they can be inserted on any type of track
except for mono tracks. Each plug-in is listed individually in the Pro Tools plug-in insert
popup list. They are named:
V-Mon Out Speaker-1
V-Mon Out Speaker-2
V-Mon Out Speaker-3 (44.1/48 kHz only)
V-Mon Out Speaker-4 (44.1/48 kHz only)
Only one instance of each plug-in can be running in a Pro Tools session. Typically, they will
be used on Pro Tools auxiliary tracks that match the stem format of the mix being created in
Pro Tools or on stereo auxiliary tracks if you are using stereo speakers.
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Description and Use Of Controls
Source
The Source control selects from one of four monitor mixes to listen to. Main Monitor is the
surround mix that is post-volume control, Main Pre is the surround mix pre-volume control.
Down Mix Monitor is the stereo down mix post-volume control. Down Mix Pre is the stereo
down mix pre-volume control. Your choice depends on whether you are using surround
speakers or stereo speakers and whether you are using V-Mon to control volume or using an
external volume control.
Delay Mode
The Delay Mode control sets a delay time value applied to all channels. The control range is
0.0 to 150.0 ms in 0.1 ms increments. The delay is only active if the Delay Mode switch
control in V-Mon In Stem-Main is active. To set the delay value, click in the numerical display value and use the keyboard to enter the numerical value.
Total Level Trim
The Total Level Trim control sets a gain value applied to all channels. The control range is –
INF to 0.0 dB in 0.5 dB increments. To set the value click on the numerical display value
and use the keyboard to enter a numerical value or click on the slider control and drag.
Trim
The Trim controls set a gain value for each individual channel. The control range is –20.0 to
0.0 dB in 0.1 dB increments. To set the value click on the numerical display value and use
the keyboard to enter a numerical value.
Delay Time
The Delay Time controls set a delay time value for each individual channel. The control
range is 0.0 to 20.0 ms in 0.1 ms increments. To set the value click on the numerical display
value and use the keyboard to enter a numerical value.
Output Channel Assign
The Output Channel Assign controls allow each Pro Tools output channel to be assigned to
any of the eight V-Mon output channels. This allows you to use 5.1 and 7.1 DTS-HD speaker
setups to monitor LCRS and 6.1 mixes by assigning the center surround channel to a pair of
speakers and adjusting the gain to -3dB.
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Chapter 7
V-Mon Meter Output Plug-Ins
Overview
The V-Mon Meter Output Plug-Ins are TDM plug-ins that are placed on auxiliary tracks that
are optionally routed to Pro Tools interface outputs that are connected to hardware metering systems. These plug-ins allow most of the V-Mon input and output signals to be metered
in the plug-in user interface and allow V-Mon inputs and outputs to be optionally routed out
to external hardware meters. For example, if you own an RTW meter, V-Mon lets you route
any of the stems to it with a single control.
The V-Mon Meter Output Plug-Ins display eight meter panels across. Each meter panel can
be selected to display one of many stem and stereo signals. The stem choices are Main, Alt,
Stem-1, Stem-2, Stem-3, Stem-4, and Surround Monitor. The stereo choices are Aux-1,
Aux-2, Aux-3, Aux-4, Aux-5, Aux-6, Aux-7, Aux-8, Stereo Monitor, and Down Mix.

V-Mon Out Stem Meter
The Stem Meter Output plug-in can be inserted on any type of track except for mono tracks.
It is listed individually in the Pro Tools plug-in insert popup list. It is named:
V-Mon Out Stem Meter
Only one instance of the plug-in can be running in a Pro Tools session. It displays eight meters simultaneous in the user interface. It can output a selectable stem signal that can be
optionally connected to external stem metering hardware
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Description and Use Of Controls
Output
This control selects which stem signal is output that can be optionally connected to external
metering hardware. The choices are:
Main
Alt
Stem-1
Stem-2
Stem-3
Stem-4
Monitor
Peak Hold Mode
This control sets how the meters behave when displaying peak information.
Ref Level
This control sets where the meter scales change color for easy visual identification of the
reference level being mixed to.
Response
This control sets how the meters attack and release in response to the audio being metered.
The Response control is global and affects all metering in V-Mon.

V-Mon Out Stereo Meter
The Stereo Meter Output plug-in can be inserted on stereo tracks. It is listed individually in
the Pro Tools plug-in insert popup list. It is named:
V-Mon Out Stereo Meter
Only one instance of the plug-in can be running in a Pro Tools session. It displays eight meters simultaneous in the user interface. It can output a selectable stereo signal that can be
optionally connected to external stereo metering hardware.
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Description and Use Of Controls
Output
This control selects which stereo signal is output that can be optionally connected to external metering hardware. The choices are:
Aux-1, Aux-2, Aux-3, Aux-4, Aux-5, Aux-6, Aux-7, Aux-8, Monitor.
Peak Hold Mode
This control sets how the meters behave when displaying peak information.
Ref Level
This control sets where the meter scales change color for easy visual identification of the
reference level being mixed to.
Response
This control sets how the meters attack and release in response to the audio being metered.
The Response control is global and affects all metering in V-Mon.
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Chapter 8
V-Mon Cue Output Plug-In
Overview
The V-Mon Cue Output plug-in is used to create stereo cue mixes separate from the main
monitor mix. Cue mixes are useful for musicians, narrators, actors, directors, and other “talent” that need to hear a special mix of the program. Up to eight separate V-Mon Cue Output
plug-ins can be opened at once to create eight independent cue mixes. Each cue mix can be
any combination of the eight V-Mon aux inputs, the main stereo monitor mix, and the input
of the insert where the plug-in is located. And any combination of the four talk back busses
can be enabled for each cue mix. Each cue mix has an adjustable “dim” value that is applied when any one of the talk back busses is active. The plug-in is available on mono and
stereo tracks and is located in the Sound Field category or the Neyrinck manufacturer category of the Pro Tools plug-in insert popup list and is named:

V-Mon Out Cue

Description and Use Of Controls
Aux 1-8
There are eight aux bus input controls that let you select the audio input from the eight VMon Aux Input plug-ins. When selected, that input is mixed into the cue mix with unity gain.
When not selected, that input is muted from being part of that cue mix.
Track Input
This control allows you to select whether or not the input to the plug-in is part of the cue
mix.
Follow Main
This control allows you to select whether or not the main monitor mix is part of the cue mix.
It always uses the stereo down mix of the main monitor mix.
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Output Level
The Output Level control sets a gain value applied to the cue mix. The control range is –INF
to +10.0 dB in 0.5 dB increments. To set the value click on the numerical display value and
use the keyboard to enter a numerical value or click on the slider control and drag.
Assign Talk Back
There are four controls to select which talk back busses are enabled for the cue mix. Any
combination of talk back busses may be enabled. If one or more of those talk back busses
become active, the cue mix is ‘dimmed’ and the talk back bus is mixed in.
Dim
The Dim control sets a gain value applied to the cue mix when a talk back bus is active. The
control range is –80.0 to 0.0 dB in 0.5 dB increments. To set the value click on the numerical display value and use the keyboard to enter a numerical value.
Output
The Output control is used enable and disable the cue mix output. When disabled, the cue
mix is muted.

Chapter 9
V-Mon Talk Back System
Overview
The V-Mon talk back system features up to four talk back input sources, two listen back input sources, four talk back buses, and one listen back bus. This system allows communication
between the control room and the “talent” such as musicians, actors, and directors. The system also allows for “slate” audio to be recorded by Pro Tools or an external recorder. Because it features four buses, private communications can be set up between the control room
and a director, for example or between groups of people.
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V-Mon Talk Back Input Plug-In
Up to four V-Mon Talk Back Input plug-ins can be running in a Pro Tools session and can be
inserted on mono tracks. The plug-in is listed in the Pro Tools plug-in insert popup list. And
is named:

V-Mon In Talk Back

Typically, the plug-in will be used on Pro Tools mono auxiliary tracks that are connected to
microphones in the control room. For example, three microphones can be located across a
large mixing console and another at the seating area at the back of the control room.

Description and Use Of Controls
Output Level
The Input Level control is used to adjust the volume of the talk back input in the monitor
mix. The control range is –INF to +10.0 dB in 0.5 dB increments. To set the value click on
the numerical display value and use the keyboard to enter a numerical value or click on the
slider control and drag.
Individual Talk Back
These four controls select an individual talk back bus to enable or disable. The controls are
identical to, and follow, the individual talk back controls in the V-Mon In Stem-Main plug-in.
Talk Back Control
This control enables and disables talk back operation of talk back busses 1-3. It is identical
in operation to the master TB control that is in the V-Mon In Stem-Main plug-in. When selected, talk back busses 1-3 are enabled.
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V-Mon Listen Back Input Plug-In
Up to two V-Mon Listen Back Input plug-ins can be running in a Pro Tools session and can be
inserted on mono tracks. The plug-in is listed in the Pro Tools plug-in insert popup list. And
is named:

V-Mon In Listen Back

Typically, the plug-in will be used on Pro Tools mono auxiliary tracks that are connected to
microphones used by “talent” such as an actor. For example, an actor is overdubbing the
audio for an animated feature movie. A track is created to record that microphone input. A
Listen Back plug-in on that track allows the actor to talk to the control room. When the Listen Back plug-in is enabled, the monitor mix will be “dimmed” and the plug-in input will be
mixed into the monitor mix. Additionally, the plug-in features a “cough” control so that the
actor can mute the audio to selectively not record audio that is not necessary such as the
talent needs to cough or clear his/her throat.

Description and Use Of Controls
Input Level
The Input Level control is used to adjust the volume of the listen back input in the monitor
mix. The control range is –INF to +10.0 dB in 0.5 dB increments. To set the value click on
the numerical display value and use the keyboard to enter a numerical value or click on the
slider control and drag.
Cough Control
The Cough Control will mute the audio at the plug-ins output. It is useful for an actor, for
example, to mute the audio if they need to cough and don’t want that sound to be recorded.
FU Through
This control is used to disable the Cough Control discussed above.
LB
This control, when enabled, dims the monitor mix and mixes the listen back input to the
monitor mix. This is how the “talent” can communicate back to the control room.
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Chapter 10
System Calibration
Overview
V-Mon and the speaker system(s) it is connected to must be calibrated so that each speaker
system produces a specific sound pressure level at the mixing position. The typical procedure
is to set the V-Mon volume control to a position you choose to be the reference point, play a
reference signal (usually pink noise at -20 dBFS) through the system, and measure the
sound pressure level (SPL) using a SPL meter. Then, the speaker system volume is adjusted
by changing the gain of the amplifier system, the digital-to-analog interface, or the V-Mon
speaker output plug-in so that the SPL meter measures the specified reference value. You
must do the same procedure for each set of speakers. V-Mon remembers the settings in a
preferences file so that every time you use V-Mon, it will allow you to monitor consistently
and accurately.
Pink Noise Reference Signal
The V-Mon installer includes a WAV file that can be used in Pro Tools as a reference signal
for system calibration. After installation, it can be found at these locations:
OS X - /Applications/Neyrinck/V-Mon
Windows – c:\Program Files\Neyrinck\V-Mon
About The Volume Control
The V-Mon volume control is used to adjust the loudness of the speaker systems while you
are using Pro Tools. The volume level can be displayed as “dB” or “SPL.” The volume range
of “dB” is always –INF to +10 dB and does not indicate any actual sound pressure level.
The “SPL” display indicates the actual sound pressure level the system would produce using
the reference signal used to calibrate the system.
Choosing A Reference Point
When you calibrate the system, you must choose a volume control dB value to use as the reference point. We suggest you choose 0 dB as the reference point. Then you have the ability
to increase the volume by 10 dB if you need to. If you want to be able to increase the volume by a larger or smaller amount than 10 dB, you can choose a different reference point.
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There is a tradeoff you must consider when choosing your reference point. The tradeoff is
the noise floor of the speaker system.
More Headroom = A Higher Noise Floor
When you choose the volume control reference point, you are making a decision that trades
off the amount you can raise the volume from the reference level versus the level of the
noise floor that your speaker system produces. If you choose the reference point of the volume control to be +10 dB, for example, you will not be able to increase the volume control
from the reference point, but the speaker system will have the lowest noise floor possible. If
you choose the reference point to be -2 dB, for example, you can increase the volume by 12
dB from the reference point, but the speaker system noise floor will be 12 dB greater than
the previous example.
Keep The V-Mon Speaker Output Plug-In Level As High As Possible
The V-Mon Speaker Output plug-in has a digital gain control that can be used to calibrate
the system. But note that is in front of the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) of the speaker
monitor system. Since the DAC has a fixed output noise floor, you want the monitor signal to
be using as much of the digital dynamic range as possible.
Adjust The Amplifier Gain If Possible
When calibrating your system you can change the gain of the signal to your speakers at multiple places. First, the V-Mon speaker output plug-in has a gain control that is adjustable
from –INF to 0 dB. Second, the speaker amplification system may have a gain control. And
third, the Digidesign interface output might have an output trim control. The Digidesign 192
I/O, for example, has analog outputs with a trim gain control with a range of approximately
11 dB. If possible, set the V-Mon speaker output plug-in to 0 dB, set the Digidesign interface to +4 dBu out, and adjust the gain of the speaker amplifier. However, some speaker
amplifiers do not have an adjustable gain or have just a few discrete settings. If that is the
case, then adjust the speaker amplifier until it is just louder than the reference SPL. If you
are using a Digidesign 192 I/O and its analog outputs, use the 192 I/O analog gain trim controls, and if you need to still reduce the signal, adjust the V-Mon speaker output level downward.

Speaker Calibration Procedure
The procedure outlined here is very basic. There are many resources available from manufacturers such as Dolby as well as standards institutes like SMPTE that provide detailed information you should use. A very good resource is the Digidesign User Conference located at
duc.digidesign.com.
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1. Set The Reference Values In The Setup Page
Open the V-Mon Stem-In Main plug-in and click the Setup button to display the setup page.
Click on the Calibration DB and Calibration SPL values and set them to your specification.
If you are uncertain, use the default values of 0 dB and 85 dB SPL.
2. Set V-Mon Volume to Ref Level
In the V-Mon Stem-In Main Plug-in, click the REF button. The volume control is now at the
reference point Do not change the volume control while calibrating the system.
3. Play The Noise Reference Signal
Create multiple audio tracks and assign each to a channel of the main mix bus. Place the
pink noise file on each track.
4. Calibrate Each Channel Individually
In the V-Mon Stem-In Main Plug-in, use the channel solo buttons to solo each audio channel.
Now each speaker channel can be calibrated to the correct reference level. Typically, the
SPL meter should read a value determined to this equation:
ChanLevel = RefLevel – 10 log n ± 0.25
where n is the number of reproduction channels (not including LFE) in the total setup. If,
for example, the reference level is 85 dBC and the speaker setup is 5.1, n equals 5 and the
individual channel level 78 dBC.

Chapter 11
Troubleshooting
Not Hearing The Main Monitor Mix
The default behavior of V-Mon is to mute the monitor mix whenever a Pro Tools session is
opened that uses V-Mon. The volume control will always need to be turned up when a session is opened. Also, check that the Mute control is not engaged.
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Technical Support Information
Maintenance updates will be posted on the Neyrinck web site as they become available.
Neyrinck’s web site is: www.neyrinck.com. Technical support is available by e-mail at
support@neyrinck.com.

Appendix
Block Diagram
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